Bramalea Badminton Club
House League ‐ Doubles

Sign up Dead line ‐ Dec. 7, 2016
Start Date: January 9, 2017

Open to all members, league is for doubles play only.
We will have 5 divisions. Each division to have 6 teams
League matches will be primarily played in the Small gym.
League matches can be played in the large gym on "off hours" 6‐7 or 9‐10. Use good judgement in using large gym
***** Once match is completed, members to resume normal "Pick Wheel Play". *****
Matches are best of three games.
The team who wins the bird toss has the option to serve or receive.
Games to 21 points ‐ win by 2 up to 30
Must change ends for each set and, if applicable, once a team reaches 11 points in set 3
Lines are to be self judged ‐ if disputes arise. Assign a referee /lines people
Match must be played in the week it is to be played, otherwise team will lose the week.
Match date and times are to be arranged by both teams.
If dates and times cannot be agreed upon ‐ both teams will get zero points.
Handicap Points for each set.
MD v MD 0‐0
MD = Mens Doubles
WD v WD 0‐0
WD = Womens Doubles
MD v WD 0‐10
MX = Mixed Doubles
MD v MX 0‐5
MX v WD 0‐8
If partner is unavailable ‐ a substitue player can be used.
Substitue must not be part of the league, is of equal or lower colour ranking to missing player.
Same substitue may be used only twice
Scores are to be emailed by next day, Note: both teams names and scores are to be in email
Include Sub's name in email when sending in score
After each Round robin is completed
Bottom two teams move down level ‐Top two teams move up

Playoffs after (2 to 3) rounds ‐ top two teams in each level make playoffs

